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Farm Women, Domestic
Economy, and South
Dakota's Agrarian Press
MARILYN IRVIN HOLT

At the turn of the century, a gospel of progress and change designed to
bring a scientific, businesslike approach to farming and ranching swept across
rural America. With it came a companion message meant specifically for rural
women—that of domestic economy, or the adoption of technology to improve the quality of life in the home. Both of these calls to modernize grew
out of the Progressive Era, a time when faith in science, technology, and
social reform brought tremendous changes to every facet of American culture.' In the increasingly complex worid of the early 1900s, rural men and
women began to rely more and more on the new professional "experts" in the
fields of science and medicine, rural sociology and economics, child welfare
and psychology, and home economics. Agricultural colleges and the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) shared in formulating and promoting the scientific farming and domestic economy messages, which
reached rural people through newspapers, informational bulletins, farmers'
institutes, demonstration trains, and home extension clubs.
One of the most effective and longest-running means of spreading the
ideas of farm and home modernization was the agrarian press. A rural commentator has described publications like the Illinois-based Prairie Farmer,
Arthur Capper's Missouri and Kansas newspapers, and Henry Wallace's Iowa
publications as "one of the most important educational agencies of the rural
community."^ Included among these ranks was the South Dakota Farmer,
known after 1915 as the South Dakota Farmer Semi-Monthly, a Sioux Falls
1. For an overview of the period, see Thomas J. Schlereth, Victorian America: Transformations
in Everyday Life. /S76-/9/5 (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 1991),
2. Dwight Sanderson, The Farmer and His Community (New York; Harcourt, Brace & Co ,
1922), p. 103.
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newspaper that synthesized information from government bulletins and
offered commentary on agricultural issues. This publication also provided
column upon column of information and advice designed specifically for
rural women, indicating that a receptive audience for the domestic economy
message existed on the Northern Great Plains.
Domestic education for females was not a new idea. During the nineteenth century, numerous institutions—from upper-class institutions for girls
to urban night schools for immigrants to boarding schools for American Indians—taught the skills needed to run an orderly household. In the 1890s,
however, rural women became the focus of an educational movement that
promised to improve their surroundings, increase their economic stability,
and lead them into the twentieth century. Although the women most easily
reached were white and American-born, women of every cultural and racial
background were targeted for lessons in household management and the traditionally female areas of the garden, henhouse, and dairy. Writing of newly
arrived immigrants to the Northern Great Plains, home economist Jessie M.
Hoover noted in 1912, "The foreigner . . . comes to our fertile farm lands
with little money or education but with a strong body, a willing hand, and a
purpose to become a true and loyal citizen . . . anxious to learn not only the

American Indian girls, like these photographed during ¡i sewing class at Oglala Boarding
School an the Pine Ridge resenuitioTi, were among the groups targeted for lessom in domestic economy.
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This farmstead near Academy, with a iitiiicy line and
a car in the yard, epttomizfd ti>e modern jarm oj ¡9i6.

methods of farming presented by the agricultural college, but also the customs of the homes."' This interest in learning the ways of rural America was
also assumed to be true for American Indian girls and women, who were
introduced to domestic economy on the reservation and at boarding school.
At the Pierre Indian School, for example, girls received basic cooking lessons
and made their own school dresses and nightgowns on treadle sewing
machines."*
The domestic economy movement, like other programs for agrarian uplift,
was intrusive. Just as men were being urged to replace traditional farming
methods with new approaches, women were told that they should no longer
do things as they had learned from their mothers, even though many still
lived under similar frontier conditions. Not all women welcomed this message of change. Many immigrant women wanted to keep the customs of their
native lands, and many Indian-school students did not fmd it particularly
helpful to know how to operate a sewing machine. Nevertheless, a sizeable
audience for domestic economy existed among those rural women who
thought of themselves as progressive and modern.
As the South Dakota Earmer Illustrated in its pages, a revolution was taking place throughout agricultural America. Rural families were modernizing
by adding mechanized machinery to farm operations and replacing the horse
and buggy with automobiles and trucks. By 1920, one in every three farm
families nationwide owned a car. Isolation, once considered rural residents'
3. Jessie M, Hoover, "Home Economics in the Agricultural College," Journal of Home Ecowm/cj 4 (Apr. 1912): 151.
4. "Sewing Room Order—1927-28" and "Program of Projects as Outlined by Miss Edna
Groves, Supervisor of Home Economics [1927-28]," Pierre Indian School, File 812, Box 36,
Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Record Group 75, Federal Archives and Records Cen-
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greatest problem, declined as paved roads. Rural Free Delivery, the telephone,
and radio brought an outside world closer.'' Unfortunately, improvements
inside the farm home often lagged behind those of [he fields and barnyards.
While the South Dakota Farmer congratulated rural families for the improvements they had adopted ("The 'separator' and the creamety," it reported,
"have relieved [farm women] of the severest toil of the dairy"), it also chided
readers, particularly men, for not giving their wives enough.*' "If the power
machine saves the farmer money, the application of power machinery will do
the same for women," claimed one writer. "No woman ought to be permitted
ter, Kansas City, Mo.; South Dakota Farmer, 5 Feb. 1915, p. 13. For more information on programs to teach domestic skills to American Indian women, see Rebecca J. Herring, "The Creation of Indian Farm Women: Field Matrons and Acculturation on rhe Kiowa-Comanche
Reservation, 1895-1906," in At Home on the Range: Essays on the History of Western Social and
Domestic Life, ed. John R. Wunder (Westport, Conn.; Greenwood Press, 1985). pp. Al-A'i.
5. William L. Cavert, "The Technological Revolution Í!i Agriculture, 1910-1955," Agricultural History 30 i]zn. 1956): 18; Avis M. Woolrich and Mildred S. Howard. "The House on
the Farm," in U.S., Department of Agriculture. After a Hundred Years, the Yearbook of Agriculture, ¡962 (Washington, D.C.: Covernmcnt Printing Office, 1963), p. 660; South Dakota
farmer, 18 July 1902, p. 1, 20 May 1904, p. 10, 19 Aug. 1904. p. 10, 17 May 1907, p. 8.
6. South Dakota Farmer, 24 Aug. 1906, p. 11.
Labor-saving devices like (he ¡ream separator helped to ease the work load offarmfamilirs.
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Even with modem appliances like the wringer washer, hard work was still a fact of life for rural
women. Mrs. S. S. Bliss is pictured here in the early ¡920s on herfarm in southeast South Dakota.

to break her back over the wash board, carrying water long distances, feeding
hogs and calves, running back and forth many times to a cave [cellar] several
hundred feet from the house, etc. It is not necessary.'" Hard work was, however, a fact of life. While more than half of the homes (fifty-seven percent)
7. South Dakota Farmer Semi-Monthly, %?ch. 1917, p. 11.
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The application of scientific
and industrial methods to traditionally
female work like poultry raising (right)
produced additionatincome for farm families.
Above, members of a women's club watch
a demonstration on how to clean and pack
eggs to secure the best prices.
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surveyed in a 1920 USDA study had washing machines, sixty-one percent of
those women had to carry their wash water from an outside source.^
The domestic economy movement argued that any woman, living under
any set of circumstances, could modernize. In promoting this message, the
South Dakota Farmer tailored its contents to women's immediate interests,
devoting abundant space to scientific farming as it related to women's outdoor work. The 1920 USDA study found that of nearly ten thousand farm
homes surveyed in northern and western states, including South Dakota,
eighty-one percent of the women raised poultry, sixty percent made butter,
and over thirty-three percent did the milking.'' Women not only used these
products for home consumption but also supplemented the family income
with money from their sale. One woman who grew up during the 1920s on a
Lyman County farm recalled churning butter for her mother, who then
molded it, wrapped it in wet sterilized cloths, and delivered it to customers
early in the morning. "Because of this careful process," she related, "our but8. Florence E. Ward, The Farm Woman s Problems, United States Department of Agriculture,
Circular 148 (1920), p. 9.
9. Ihid.,pp. 14-15.
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ter was sold for four or more cents a pound more than other butter. The top
price we ever received for butter was twenty cents a pound."'"
The South Dakota Earmer would have approved the women's initiative,
just as it did the ideas of Addic Howe, who suggested at a state agricultural
meeting that "women are better adapted to look after a cow barn than men.
There's a hond of sympathy between the bovine mother and woman.""
Rather than relying on such a "bond," however, more practical women introduced purebred cattle and chickens to their stock and followed scientific
methods for feeding, preventing disease, and increasing production.
Throughout its pages, the South Dakota Earmer repeatedly emphasized efficient production in such articles as "A Woman's Poultry School," which
offered helpful hints on the traditionally female activity of chicken-raising,
and "The Model Dairymaid," which spotlighted a Hamlin County woman
who made over seventeen hundred pounds of butter in one year.'^
In the exclusively female realm of household chores, women were urged to
become more progressive by adopting the strategies of industrial efficiency.
Farm publications routinely derived their advice on improved domestic economy from methods already employed in American manufacturing. Women
were told to think of themselves as managers and purchasing agents and to
consider their kitchens as laboratories and their family farms as corporations
"in which every member is a stockholder."" They were also advised to compile notebooks filled with household hints on everything from removing food
stains and wagon grease to cleaning galvanized pails and sinks. Essential for
the efficient management of any house, whether it was a frame structure, soddie, or tar-paper shack, was the convenient arrangement of the woman's
workshop—^her kitchen. Imitating industrial time-and-motion studies and
strategies designed to reduce worker fatigue, publications like the South
Dakota Farmer advised women to organize the proper utensils for the tasks at
hand and record the number of steps taken to complete specific chores as a
way of eliminating unnecessary motion.''' Thus, a woman could perform her
work efïiciently while saving her "vital energy."'^

10. Dorothy Schwicder and Deborah Fink, "Plains Women: Rural Life in the 1930s," Great
Plains Quarterly 8 (Spring 1988): 80.
11. South Dakota Farmer, 14 Feb. 1908, p. 3.
12. Ibid., 23 Nov. 1906, p. 10, 14 Feb. 1908, p. 3, !4Aug. 1908. p. 7.
13. South Dakota Farmer Semi-Monthly, 22 Feb. 1918, p. 6. For more information on the idea
of the home as industrial plant, see Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., The Visih¡e Hand: The Manageria¡
Revolution in American Business (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1977), pp. 272-73, 277-76,
and Susan Strasser, Never Done: A History of American Houseu/ork (New York: Pantheon Books,
1982), p. 247.
\4. South Dakota Farmer, 23 Sept. 1904. p. 6, 16 Apr. 1915, p. 2. 12 Nov. 1915, p. 9\ South
Dakota Farmer Semt-Monthly, II Jan. 1918, p. 8, 22 Feb. 1918, p. 6.
15. South Dakota Farmer Semi-Monthly, 11 Mar. 1918, p. 5-
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The 22 December 1916 issue of the South Dakota Farmer SemiMonthly featured this diagram to aid homemakers in organizing a more efficient kitchen.
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For some women, increased efficiency meant simply rearranging the table
or cupboard in relation to the stove or sink. For others, it meant following
the new fashion of replacing freestanding china closets and cupboards with
built-in cabinets and storage bins over sinks or near stoves and instituting
more radical changes such as moving windows and doors to improve lighting
and ventilation.'''A 1916 issue of the South Dakota farmer ¿escñbeá a home
near Stella, in which "every inch of space is used to advantage, and there are
no unnecessary footsteps. The oil stove is of just the body type, and the right
height of the burners, for easy cooking."'' The reference to an oil stove was

Home economics experts designed this ¡919 kitchen to
create "a cheerful outlook for the woman behind the dish pan. "

no accident. Gasoline and kerosene stoves were among the "radical changes"
extolled for farm use. Besides reducing kitchen heat during the sweltering
summer months, they were said to be cheaper to run [han coal or wood
stoves and easier to clean."*
16. "A Hundred Years, Home Economics ar South Dakota Srate University." n.d., p. 47, Coll i e of Home Kconomics, South Dakota Stare University, Brookings, S.Dak.; South Dakota
Farmer Semi-Monthly. 28 July I ') 16. p. 2.
17. South Dakota Farmer Semi-Monthly. 14 July 1916. p. 7.
18. Woolrich and Howard, "House on the Farm." p. 661.
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This last argument was vital to maintaining an efficient household, since
reducing the time and energy expended in home cleaning freed up the homemaker for more productive activities. Women were encouraged to paint or
enamel kitchen furniture, making their surfaces easier to wash. The same was
true of floors. The presence of linoleum, an easily cleaned surface, signaled a
farm woman's interest in both efficiency and sanitation. Dirt or wooden
floors were difficult to maintain and required harsh lye or ammonia cleaning
solutions. Wooden floors also became unsanitary when refuse and dirt
slipped between slats. Mail-order houses regularly advertised various grades of
"Perfect combustion "and no more "blackened cooking utensils
to scour" were the selling points advertised for this oil cookstove
inn ¡916 iffue nf ¡l>i-$m\xh Dakntii Farmer Scmi-Monihly.
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linoleum, but for those who could not afford the store-bought product, the
South Dakota Farmer offered a "recipe." By sewing together worn-out rugs or
burlap sacks, applying a flour-and-water paste to the surface, and then whitewashing or painting the floor covering, the economical woman could create a
"cheap and durable" homemade linoleum.'''
Economy was a byword in the promotion of farm domesticity, although
few rural women needed to be told about conserving food, remaking handme-down clothing, or saving money. Nevertheless, the South Dakota Farmer
continually reenforced the idea that talented, determined women could create
something from nothing. If one could make linoleum, one could also build a
homemade icebox (with two wooden boxes, a few shelves, and charcoal to
reduce odors) or a home-designed fireless cooker, In tandem with home canning, this last invention provided a revolutionary lorm of tood preparation.
Best described as an early type of Crockpot without electricity, the homemade fireless cooker usually consisted of a porcelain pot placed in a wooden
box packed with straw, heavy paper, or sawdust. Food preparation began in
tbe traditional manner on a stove or in an oven, but before cooking was completed, the homemaker transferred the food to the cooker, whose insulation
allowed for slow cooking over several hours. Thus freed from standing over
the stove for long periods, a woman could move on to other chores.-"
Extension programs at agricultural colleges promoted the subject among
farm women, but with two motives In mind. Certainly, the first objective was
to reduce work time, but the second reflected USDA concerns for health and
nutrition. The USDA had decided that rural women were "inclined to cook
too many foods by frying," rendering meals "neither attractive nor wholesome."'' Other methods, such as fireless cooking, would improve meals and
their nutrient value. Therefore, college-directed farmers' institutes provided
lessons. In 1908, for example, the South Dakota Farmer provided accounts of
farmers' institutes at Watertown and Sioux Falls where Jessie Hoover, "a lady
who thoroughly understands her subjects and is an interesting talker," demonstrated the latest on fireless cooking.-The South Dakota Farmer had long supported the farmers' institutes of
South Dakota State College and the other programs they offered for women.
In 1906, the paper enthusiastically reported on an institute conducted in
Hanson County, which featured a domestic science instructor from the state
agricultural college, and one in Howard, wbere an outside expert gave a talk
19. South Dakota Farmer, 7 Au^. 1908. p. 15.
20. Ibid., 31 Jan. 1908, pp. 6, 10, 3 July 1908, p. 5.
21. Helen W. Arwater, "Food for Farm Families," in U.S., Department of Agriculture, United
States Depanment of Agriculture Yearbook, 1920 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office. 192!), p. 481.
22. South Dakota Fanner. lOJan. 1908, p. 10.
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The USDA promoted firetess cooking as an easy way to prepare wholeso?ne meals.
Here, an extension worker deHversfirelesscooker parts to a group of farm women.

entitled "The American Girl and the Home." In 1907, the newspaper praised
a program on poultry raising, an activity which, according to the speaker,
could be a profitable venture if treated seriously. Throughout the early 1900s,
the South Dakota newspaper cited other institutes held in such places as Hot
Springs, Sturgis, and Belle Fourche. In its 27 March 1914 issue, the South
Dakota Earmer proudly proclaimed that the 168 women's institutes held
since July 1913 had drawn over thirty-five thousand women from around the
Although these figures are impressive, farmers' institutes had begun to
wane hy 1914 as other forms of instruction became popular. Women who
had regularly attended farmers' institutes formed their own community clubs,
and a number of home extension groups sprang up around the state after
World War I. As early as 1907, the South Dakota Earmer called the woman's
club movement "so extensive . . . that if the average farmer's wife does not
actually belong to a woman's club, she no doubt, in most cases, comes within
its influence . . . and [has] been benefitted and given an impetus toward
progress."-''
23. Ibid., 2 Feb. 1906, p. 9, 23 Feb. 1906. p. 9, 215 Jan. 1907, p. 1. 2 Aug. 1907, p. 11, 16
Aug. 1907, p. 10, 27 Mar. 1914, p. 3.
24. Ibid., 2 Aug. 1907, p. 11. For itiformation on farmers' institutes around the couniry, see
Roy V. Suott, Ti)e Reluctant Farmer: The Rise of Agricultural Extension to I9¡4 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1970).
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Other educational opportunities for women centeted at South Dakota
State College itself, which had hegun a degreed ptogram in home economics
in 1884. In 1906, the South Dakota Farmer reported that "an unusual proportion" of its registered students were young women interested in taking a
four-year course.^*" Just a month later, the newspaper announced one of the
college's many twelve-week short courses designed for women who could not
be away from home for too long. Sewing lessons would be offered, along with
instruction in "the methods of cooking and the scientific principles underlying the same."^^ In 1914, the South Dakota Farmer went beyond reporting
to suggest that a young woman who completed the school's home economics
course was desirable wife material because she had "learned to cook economically, to do her own sewing and millinery work and to generally administer
household affairs at minimum expense." She was. in effect, "a prize worthwhile."^^ N o state college item was too insignificant for the paper to promote.
It glowingly announced events like the college's 1907 "Fete Days," which was
predicted to draw farm families "from all corners of the commonwealth to see
their boys and girls and to note the work at the government experiment station."^" A September 1915 issue noted the names of two home economics
graduates who had found jobs in the profession."
In addition to providing rural women with information about educational
opportunities available through the state agricultural college, the South
Dakota Farmer attempted to act as an arbiter of female behavior. Just as
women were advised to rearrange their work spaces, they were told to change
themselves. Sometimes this advice came as little sentiments: "Don't be sour,
grumpy and glum. Keep out of the shadows. Nothing grows there."''' Columns on cleanliness and personal appearance were more direct. Advised one
1908 article on hair care: "Sit outdoors in the sunshine an hour every day.
Loosen the hair and let the sun shine on it and the air blow through it. . . .
Wash the hair about every three or four weeks in warm water and a good,
pure soap."^' Considering what little time any farm woman had to simply sit,
not to mention the scarcity of water in some areas, this "helpful hint" was
probably widely ignored.
One particularly scathing piece on personal appearance admonished
women to look neat even when performing household chores. It took to task
those who "think torn, soiled shirt waists, half-worn, greasy skirts and buttonless, down-ar-the-heel boots good enough for the kitchen, or [who] wear
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

South
Ihid.,
ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

Dakota Farmer, 5 Oct. 1906, p. i l .
30 Nov. 1906, p. 1.
11 Sept. 1914. p. 16.
31 May 1907. p. 9.
3 Sept. 1915, p. 6.
31 Jan. 1908, p. 5.
10 Apr. 1908, p. 6.
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the cheap, ugly frocks and aprons that are sold in numhcrless thousands.
They look like slovens; or like scarecrows." There was no excuse for not dressing well, the writer claimed. After all, most women were capable of making
attractive, inexpensive clothes, and those who had failed to learn sewing as a
girl could find an extension club or college short course that taught sewing
methods and pattern alteration.^^ At the heart of the personal-appearance crusade, however, was the basic assertion that if a woman was indeed modern,
52. South Dakota Farmer Semi-Monthly. 24 Dec. 1915. p. 14.

Proponents of domestic economy encouraged women to pay more
attention to personal appearance as a refiectiori of modern attitudes.
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her dress and personal hygiene should reflect the principles of domestic economy that she applied to her home.
Good hygiene, whether manifested in a neat appearance, a sanitary kitchen, or a clean chicken house, was important for the public health and welfare.
In its coverage of rural health issues, the South Dakota Farmer noted that
many families overlooked the need for home sanitation and allowed decaying
reftise to accumulate near buildings, where flies could carry the filth indoors
through unscreened doors and windows. Although the nevfspaper exaggerated a bit when it claimed that the lack of sanitation resulted in a higher inci-

•C5 likf this 1919 extension workshop were designed to save
farm women nnw ,ind monij while enabling them to dress theirßimilies attractively.

dence of typhoid fever, malaria, and diarrhea in rural areas than in urban, statistics do indicate that rural residents faced greater health risks in some categories. Among the most alarming was the rural infant mortality rate. In
1915, national figures indicated that ninety-four of every one thousand rural
infants died before their first birthdays; the urban rate was one hundred two
out of every one thousand. Between 1915 and 1921, however, the urban
infant mortality rate declined significantly, until in 1921 more rural babies
than urban died before the age of one year. Much of this trend reflected the
greater proximity of city residents to improved medical facilities. For rural
residents, neither doctors nor hospitals were necessarily nearby, and they
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relied instead on patent or homemade medicines, midwives, or neighbors
when dealing with injuries or illnesses.^^
There were, however, measures that rural women could take to ensure better health for their families, especially their children. Child care, said the
experts, was a science. If science could produce better prepared foods or a better strain of livestock, then it could surely guarantee a healthier child. Just as
women could learn home management, they could exhibit "maternal efficiency."'''With this philosophy in mind, agricultural interests vigorously supported a new idea for rural America—"Better Baby" campaigns and clinics.
The Children's Bureau of the United States Department of Labor began
sponsoring examination clinics immediately after World War I, collecting the
resulting statistics for analysis. Organized by local women's groups, often
home extension clubs, the clinics were conducted for children up to ten years
of age, who were weighed and measured. Some also received medical examinations from a doctor or nurse. The idea was quite simple. If a child did not
meet the established height and weight standards for his or her age, a potential health problem or poor diet was indicated." In endorsing the Better Baby
clinics, the Sotith Dakota Farmer virote, "For some time Uncle Sam has been
paying considerable attention to the improvement of hogs, chickens and livestock, as well as teaching us how to raise pumpkins and potatoes, and it is
encouraging to find attention now being turned toward improving the
human race."-*^ If the number of South Dakota children taken to clinics is
any indication, ¡t would seem that the state's residents agreed. During 1918
alone, researchers tabulated data on over fourteen thousand South Dakota
children."
Clinics held in conjunction with Better Baby contests at local and regional
fairs also drew large numbers of participants. At the 1920 Interstate Fair in
Sioux City, Iowa, for example, children up to thirty-six months of age were
33. Ibid.. 22 Feb. 1918, p. 5, 26 Apr. 1918, p. 3; Mary Lee Adams. "Child Workers," n.d., p.
2, Agricultural File, Central File, Box 205. Records of che Children's Bureau, Record Group
102, National Archives. Washington, D.C. (this record group is hereafter cited RG 102, NA).
34. Richard M. Smith, "Poverty. Nutrition, and Growth," Social Service Review 1 {Sept.
1927): 603.
35. Daniel Beekman, The Mechanical Baby: A Popular History of the Theory and Practice of
Child Raising (Westport. Conn.: Lawrence Hill & Co., 1977}, pp. 109-12. 126-28; U.S..
DeparEmenc of l^bor. Children's Bureau. Bahy- Week Campaigns; Suggestions for Communities of
Various Sizes, Miscellaneous Series No. 5, Children's Bureau Publication No. 15 (1915). For
other references to Better Baby programs, see Joan M. Jensen. Promise to the Land: Essays on Rural
Women (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991), pp. 216-18, and Marilyn Irvin
Hoit. "From Better Babies to 4-H: A Look ai Rural America, 1900-1930," Prologue 24 (Fall
1992): 248-50.
36. South Dakota Farmer, 11 Sept. 1914. p. 1.
37. "Children's Year Weighing and Measuring Cards." Conferences. Clinics, Tests File, Central File. Box 142, RC 102, NA.
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weighed, measured, and given physical examinations. In a departure from
many such contests around the country, examiners at the Interstate Fair also
subjected children to mental tests that complied with "the requirements of
scientific psychological laboratories." Three hundred children were "tabulated
and examined," while another two hundred had to be turned away for lack of
space and personnel. Because children were separated by age, sex, and place
of residence, data on rural children could be considered separately from that
on their town cousins. All of those winning a "Grade-A" rating received certificates from the national magazine Woman's Home Companion.''^ In offering
her children for judging just as she would livestock or garden produce, the
modern-thinking rural woman demonstrated an interest in the application of
medical science to their lives and showed that she possessed, or at least strove
to achieve, "maternal efficiency."
When the domestic economy movement had first arrived upon the rural
scene at the turn of the century, the basic goal had been education in homemaking and outdoor work within the realm oí female responsibilities. As the
movement gained success and acceptance, it expanded into health care, child
rearing, and nutrition, with the idea that all these combined lessons would
make the farm wife and daughter more comfortable and better able to
achieve social and economic goals. The women would, the experts hoped,
come to see homemaking as a creative science rather than drudgery, a viewpoint that would enhance their quality of life and feeling of modernity. Fostering this perception of farm life became especially crucial after the First
38. Farmer and Breeder, 15 Oct. 1920, p. 8. The "metital tests" may have been a version of the
Binet-Simtin tesr with its standard tasi« tor each age; a six-monrh-old, for example, was graded
on ability to sit alone and reach for objects.

Better Bahy clinics such as this one conducted at a Wyoming county
fair helped to identify malnutrition and other ¡widtlt prob¡ems in rura¡ children.
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World War when a rural to urban migration threatened the very fabric of
agriculture. When the 1920 United States census discovered that for the first
time in national history urban residents outnumbered rural, there was cause
Many rural residents, however, needed no official confirmation to prove
what they saw happening around them. In 1915, the South Dakota Farmer
Semi-Monthly had observed "an ever-deepening feeling that life must be made
more worth living, if the country is to retain its present population, or if even
the present fertility of the soil is to be maintained.""' Speaking to a South
Dakota conference on the problems ot rural women, Mary Bigelow, an editor
for the Minneapolis-based Farm, Stock, and Home magazine, agreed. "It is a
sad truth," she said, "that one of the memories of home which drives girls to
rown, causes boys when they choose town girls for wives to keep them there,
is the memory of mother bending laboriously for long hours over the wash
tub, staggering under the weight of heavy water pails and sitting way into the
night sewing and mending by a flickering light."'" One way to keep families
on the farm, Bigelow argued, was to improve rural women's lives by adding
home conveniences and offering an expanded list of educational opportunities.
Young women, especially, were leaving rural districts. The 1920 federal
census, along with USDA calculations, documented a larger number of
young women than men leaving the country for city life. Despite the efforts
of home extension agents to stem the tide in their local communities by
showing young women how to develop economic resources from farm
income, the outmigration continued.^- This situation prompted the South
Dakota Farmer Semi-Monthly to discuss the rural exodus with women in
mind. Why, asked the paper, did a young woman want to go to the city and
work as shop help when she could make money raising poultry? Perhaps it
was not economic opportunity but excitement that girls craved, leading the
publication to print a ditty telling girls to stay home:
1 wouldn't leave the form, girls.
It's much the safest place,
Where you can have your fun, girls.
And will not have to face
Temptations in the town, girls,
Which often wreck young lives;
Our fine young farmers need you
For sweet, pure country wives.

39. Kellee Green, "The Fourteenth Numbering of the People: The 1920 Census." Prologue 23
(Summer 1991): 138-39.
40. South ¡Mkota Farmer Semi-Monthly, 10 Dec. 1915, p. 12.
4l.Ibid., 24Oci. 1919. p. 6.
42. Ward. Farm Woman's Problems, p. 6.
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Addressing married women specifically, the poem continued:
And, as for wives and mothers,
Why they'll be glad to stay;
From husband and their children
They can't be kept away.
With telephone and auto
And street car at your door,
The country's not the bugbear
It was in days of yore.
I wouldn't leave the farm, no, no.
For city life is iull of glitter.
But with it there is much that's bitter;
Don't you be a quitter of the good old farm.

Of course, neither agrarian boosterism nor domestic improvements kept
every rural resident on the land. Other factors, such as market and land
prices, encouraged rural-to-urban migration. Nevertheless, the domestic
economy movement offered creative alternatives for improving the lives of
those who stayed, helping them to compensate for what they did not have.
For those who remained on the land, it offered a feeling of keeping up with
the times, of being part of the twentieth century. One South Dakotan expressed pride in her lifestyle when she informed the South Dakota Farmer that
she had no higher ambition for her daughters than that "they may become
the wives and mothers of good, intelligent, independent Farmers. In fact I
cannot see that there is any higher goal that any woman can attain."'"'
Advice, information, and opinions offered by the South Dakota farm publications reflected the aims of the modernization movement. If agriculture
was to keep pace with a changing world, it needed educated farm men and
women who approached their chosen vocation in a scientific, businesslike
way. Through its continuing attention to rural women over several decades,
the South Dakota Farmer dt2iT\y believed that women would take up the message and apply it to their own lives. Florence Ward, writing for the USDA,
concurred, observing that rural women might question the untried, but once
shown the way they would exhibit "an openmindedness and a forward-looking spirit."''^ Anne Evans, another USDA writer, expressed a similar opinion,
writing in 1918 that farm women were "taking advantage of the improvement in means of communication and . . . endeavoring in an organized way
to further the development of every phase of activity which will mean better
home life on the farm, broader and bigger agricultural opportunities for the
future, and an ideal rural community life."'"' If the numbers of women at43. South Dakota Farmer Semi-Monthly, 23 June 1916, p. ¡.
44. South Dakota Farmer, 4 June 1915, p. 9.
45. Ward, Farm Woman's Prohtems. p. 15.
46. Anne M. Evans, Women s Rural Organizations and Their Activities, United States Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 719 (29 Aug. 1918), p. I.
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Farmers* Girls
I IP in ihe nrly mamini
*-' Juil «I p « p o( d«y,
Striining Ihc mitk in the diirjr,
Turning iht cowi •waySweeping Ihe lioor in the kilchen,
Â i n i thí bedi upilun.
W » h b | Ihr bicililKt dithu.
Dulling Ihc puior chiin.

Stitchin« Iticir 'fiisni' for Sund>r
Churning iheir goidcn cieun;
Rmiing Ihe psili and ilriiner
Down in Ihc njnnini urt
t e à n j the g e n t und poultry,
inf pudding! and pic»,
Jogfing the little ons'i ciidle,
Driring axay the Di«).

Brushing Ihe cmmbi from the
p»nlry
Hunting lor eggi in the barn.
Roa fling the meat for dinner.
Spinning the ilDckinf y i m .
SpreaíÜng Ihe mow while liwn
Down on ihc buihri below,
Ranticking every i
Where wild ttdwtwrriei grow.

Griee in every malian,
Muiic in every lone;
Beauty ol lormand future
indi might covel Ic
Chceki that rival the raía.
Teeth the nhileneu ol pearli;
One ol ihcie country miidi
il worth
A Kore of your city gicU.

ZÄf Süuch Dakota l'armer Semi-Monthiy used rhe cover of its
Thanksgiving 1916 issue to praise the hard-working women who stayed on family farms.
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tending farmers' institutes, taking college short courses, joining women's
groups, and taking their children to health clinics is any indication, the lessons of domestic economy did indeed affect the quality of rural Ufe.
Throughout this process of change, the agrarian press remained constant in
reminding women of what they could achieve.
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